Wood Badge Patrol Project Discussion Guide

Objectives

1. In what ways did your patrol project describe a program element or theme that can be clearly identified as being associated with Cub Scouting, Boy Scouting, and Venturing?

2. How did your patrol project relate this program element or theme to the aims and methods of Scouting?

3. List the ways in which the presentation of your patrol project involved both a static display and an oral presentation.

4. How did the presentation of your patrol project involve every member of your patrol?

5. Did your patrol project represent your patrol’s best possible effort?
Processes

1. During the development of your patrol project, what decision-making processes did your patrol use to reach consensus regarding selection of a topic?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

2. During the development of your patrol project, did a single member of your patrol assume leadership for the project? If so, on what basis was this patrol member selected?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

3. During the development of your patrol project, did conflict ever arise? If so, how did your patrol manage the conflict?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

4. During the development of your patrol project, were the unique talents of the individual members of your patrol used to their fullest potential?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
5. As a consequence of developing your patrol project, did the members of your patrol learn about aspects of the Scouting program in areas other than those in which they are involved?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

6. As a consequence of developing your patrol project, did the members of your patrol develop a more global view of the Scouting movement?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

High-Performance Teams

What characteristics of a high-performing team (PERFORM model) has your patrol shown during the development of your patrol project?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Team Development

Below, graph your patrol’s morale and production over the course of the first four days of Wood Badge. To what extent, if any, does your graph correspond to the Team Development Model?
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